
Breaking news - Compassion Focused  
Therapy – Advanced Workshop 
We are very pleased to announce a new one-day advanced  
workshop on Compassion Focused Therapy (CFT) with  
Professor Paul Gilbert. Professor Gilbert is the founder of CFT  
(see https://compassionatemind.co.uk/about-us/our-team) and 
widely regarded as an inspirational teacher. While the evidence base 
for CFT is still growing, this type of therapy uses compassionate 
mind training to build an inner capacity to respond more wisely and 
kindly to life’s difficulties. It may be particularly helpful for dealing  
with shame and self-criticism. The workshop is scheduled for  
Friday 31 Jan 2020 and will follow a two-day introductory workshop 
(29 & 30 January) delivered as part of the LAMPS cluster training. 
Further details including venue are still to come but if you are 
interested in attending the advanced workshop (and/or the LAMPS 
cluster introductory workshop), you may wish to consider your 
holiday planning for this time of year to make the most of this  
special opportunity.  

International Conference on Mindfulness 
(ICM) Asia Pacific 2021 – updates 

As we heralded in the March newsletter, 
Southern Synergy is part of the team 
involved in hosting the next ICM Asia 
Pacific conference in 2021. Planning 
needs to begin very early for such 
events and so this is starting to happen 
in earnest now. We hope to appoint 

a Professional Conference Organiser (PCO) in the next few weeks 
to help us manage the many tasks involved such as development 
of the website, venue management and looking after registrations. 
At this stage, we are looking to hold the conference over 5 days in 
November 2021, with specific dates to be finalised. If you would 
like to volunteer to be involved in the organisation of ICM2021, or 
support us in some other way, please write to: hello@icm2021.org. 
You can also subscribe for updates at http://icm2021.org/ 

Weekly mindfulness 
Wednesdays, 2.30-3.00pm in the Sacred Space,  
Dandenong Hospital.

† EDITORIAL CONTACT: Dr Fran Shawyer – Email: frances.shawyer@monash.edu

  WEBSITE: www.med.monash.edu/spppm/research/southernsynergy/mindfulness

 * MU – SEAL SCRIPT: The Japanese and Korean term ‘mu’ or Chinese ‘wu’ meaning  “not have;  
  without” is a key word in Buddhism. (Source: Wikimedia Commons). C
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JUNE 2019 NEWSLETTER †

SOUTHERN SYNERGY, MINDFULNESS PROGRAM

MU* –     MINDFULNESS UPDATE 

A partnership between:

Day of Mindfulness 
OUR NEXT DAY OF MINDFULNESS will take place on  
Saturday 27 July 10.00am – 3.00pm, Abbotsford Convent 
(Convent Salon). If you would like to come along, please register 
your name by emailing us at southern.synergy@monash.edu by 
Thursday 25 July.  Cost: $30 or $10 health care cardholders. Pay 
via: https://shop.monash.edu/a-day-of-mindfulness-27-july-2019.
html or by card on the day. We would love to see  
you there!

Stay in touch with this event at ICM2021.org

To wake up in the morning is to start to think, or rather  
be assailed by a torrent of thoughts, talking to us about 
everything, past, future and, less frequently, present…  

In mindfulness we give up trying to stop or flee the torrent 
of our thoughts, choosing instead to observe it by, as it 
were, stepping aside - thinking and watching ourselves 
think. Andre, 2011. 

In cultivating mindfulness, we are going beyond or behind our thinking, 
much the way you might find a vantage point in a cave or depression  
in the rock behind a waterfall.  You can see and hear the water, but we 
are out of the torrent.  ~ Kabat-Zinn, 1994

MBCT for recurrent depression   
For further information and how to refer see  
https://www.monash.edu/medicine/scs/psychiatry/research/
southern-synergy/mindfulness/clinical-program
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